FLOOR PLAN
FOREIGN LANGUAGES AND LITERATURES
BRANCH LIBRARY/CENTRE FOR BRITISH STUDIES
AA–AP, H
General, e.g. Encyclopaedias, General Reference
EA–EZ
General Linguistics and Literary Studies

KA–KZ SLAVONIC STUDIES
KA / B-Ka
Journals
KC 1000 – KC 2395
Encyclopaedias and Dictionaries
KC 3000 – KC 5010
Slavonic Studies - General
KD
Slavonic Languages and Literature
KE 1000 – KE 2010
Old Church Slavonic
KF
Slavonic Folk Culture
KG–KK
Russian Language and Literature
KL
Ukrainian Language and Literature
KM
Belarusian Language and Literature
KN–KP
Polish Language and Literature
KQ
Sorbian Languages and Literatures
KR–KS
Czech Language and Literature
KU
Slovak Languages and Literature
KV 1000 – KV 3485, KW
Serbian/Kroa-tian/Bosnian Languages and Literature
KV 5000 – KV 5900
Yugoslav Literature
KX
Slovenian Language and Literature
KY – KZ 3999
Bulgarian Languages and Literature
KZ 4000 – KZ 9999
Macedonian Language and Literature

AA–AP, H
General, e.g. Encyclopaedias, General Reference
EA–EZ
General Linguistics and Literary Studies
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2nd Floor
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KE
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KN–KP
KK
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